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About This Game

The objective of the game is to win more three in a row columns than the opponent, when all 27 (3x3x3) cells are filled.
The outcome of the game can be determined from the first couple of moves to the last couple of moves, and just one mistake

from you or the opponent makes the difference between winning and loosing.

KEY FEATURES:

  Play against other players online

  Earn 6 in game achievements

  Modified boxing scoring system - take score from defeated opponents

  Single player - practice against AI

  Complexity - When all 27 cells are filled (the first player has 13 pieces on board, the second player has 14 pieces on
board because he played his first turn twice) then there are 20,058,300 final states of the game.
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Useful but not essential.
. Fun game with realistic relationships.
Most characters exhibit growth, and don't do stupid stuff.
Lots of stories out there, the characters are plot-stupid. They do stupid things simply because the plot calls for it.

If someone does something stupid in this game, it's usually because the character is that juvenile, or that incompetent.
Medium intelligent characters behave the way real people do, and smart characters behave as I would expect a smarter person
to.

Love it, lots of fun.. Great game, and the devs keep releasing free DLCs. Can't wait for The Surge 2. This game is fantastic. The
most fun my girlfriend and I have had in multiplayer VR to date. The enemies are varied and fun. Each run through a dungeon
gets easier as you master the combat and upgrade your equipment. Absolute must have for co-OP with your friends.

I get to play as a tank with a mace and shield and protect my partner while she uses the musket to one shot everything from
cover.

My only complaint is that the aiming with the oculus touch controllers is a little off, and each ranged weapon seems to have it's
own quirks with which direction they shoot. Some of the enemies will bug out and continuously try to run into you. But this
really doesn't detract from the overall experience. It's rare that I give a thumbs up to a VR game. But this one earned it.. This is
the wierdest horror game ever. Not sure how much inout I can give other than the gameplay is literally just walking down a
straight corridor and waiting for things to kill you out of the blue. Your supposed to go down to corridor slowly but they include
no way to chage your speed so your just left to tap the w key over and over again which of course makes the levels take a
million years to complete assuming you can get through it without getting killed by a creature moving faster than the game is
allowing you to travel. Once you get to the end of the level, it's basically a gamble at whether the game will allow you to
complete the level or just kill you for no reason. The aim is to have your flashlight on at the end of the level but it turns off at
random intervals to simulate that it's broken or something which means you can easily get screwed over by your flashlight
turning off at the last second. Lastly, this game just isn't scary. The first view jumpscares got but, that's it, they're jumpscares
and the creatures look so rediculous that you soon end up laughing at them and giving them wierd nicknames. This game is
frankly a waste of time and you should only buy it if it happens to be in a bundle seeing as there isn't even trading cards.. If you
enjoy video games and want to learn more about the history, then this documentary is well done and worth every penny &
second of watching. I will certainly be watching it again.

Words of warning though... it is all based on the pre-crash era of gaming. No Nintendo, no Sony, etc. It's mostly focused on the
rise and fall of Atari - from Pong to ET. And, it may be a bit 'dry', if you're not a devoted fan of the old school game years. It's
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more of a history lesson that game documentaries such Indie Game, or King of Kong.

I personally really enjoyed it and am hoping the series continues.. It's fun game and dialogues are hilarious. Character designs
are unlikable and ugly though.. I loved this game. Even though the story and dialogue are a little ho-hum, the puzzle design is
great. If you are a fan of puzzle platformers definitely get this one. Sort of like a 2D "Portal" with a bunch of small "test
chambers" that you progress through and pick up new gravity manipulation abilities as you go. Difficulty level isnt that hard
unless you try to pick up every research cannister as you go. Some of those are quite tricky but really make you think.

One of my favorites of 2014 so far!!. It may be hard to play this game but i could give a thumbs up for the community , they are
very kind. 3 Hours to finish game's 8 floors. Fun and fast paced for a Dungeon Crawler. Worth the $5.
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Best Game EVER. There are games that are repetitive. This is a virtual Xerox machine. It's basically a first-person version of
Cake Boss or those stupid task games, with what tries to be a horror setting. You go around collecting trash off the diner's tables
while running around trying to keep the place quiet by turing off appliances that come on through ghostly interference, so it
doesn't bother the mean ghost spirits that were buried in the good ol' Indian cemetery trope the diner Is built on. At the end of
level 1, level 2 is exactly the same map and everything, except there's more trash to collect and more noise to avoid. And
apparently it does this for 10 BLOODY LEVELS.

I'm glad I didn't pay more than $3.99 on Steam's Summer Sale. You shouldn't either.. I like a frog with balls in their mouths
shooting other balls rolling around it and trying to get into a monkeys mouth. The sheer amount of destruction and tense game
play is captivating in this shooter.
I'm a game developer here on steam and so I can appreciate the amount of work put into this game.
Nice explosions, good look and feel.

If you love shooters this title is absolutely recommended.
. Best game ever kappa
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